Bermuda was once known as the "Isle of Devils". The unfortunate nickname came from maps greatly exaggerated the size of the island and the dangerous reefs around it. If ships were careless, it did seem as if they were met with a real dragnet. In the 1600s, Bermuda was a strategic location for ships sailing between Europe and the New World, but the island’s treacherous reefs and occasional stormy conditions prevented many from considering visiting, never mind settling. That is until the fateful day in 1609 when Sir George Somers and the crew of the Sea Venture crashed upon the reef in the aftermath of a hurricane and decided to stay.
**Great Sound - Famous Homes**

Experience a gem of Bermuda, the unique St. George’s!

- **Famous Homes**
  - Maritime history highlighting discovery, settlement, and conflict
- **Historical Sites**
  - Natural and cultural landscapes

**East End - Historical**

- **Island Tour Centre**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**West End - Historical**

- **Island Tour Centre**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**Barrier Reef - Natural**

- **Island Tour Centre**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**East End - Pirate**

- **Bermuda Scuba Adventure**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**West End - Pirate**

- **Bermuda Scuba Adventure**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**Great Sound - Nature**

- **Island Tour Centre**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**Harrington Sound - Nature**

- **Island Tour Centre**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**Barrier Reef - Reef Exploration**

- **Island Tour Centre**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage

**Water Trails & Tours**

- **Island Tour Centre**
  - Discover the full Bermuda experience
  - Explore unique heritage